Determine whether the underlined word is an adjective or an adverb.

1) Harry wakes up at 6 o'clock **everyday**.

2) Mr. Smith solved the problem **quickly**.

3) Aaron had a **bitter** experience shopping online.

4) Tom's birthday was celebrated **lavishly**.

5) Noah is visiting the **famous** park with his family.

6) Olivia came **unexpectedly**.

7) Ariel made an **important** announcement.

8) The church choir sang **beautifully**.

9) David had a **pleasant** dream.

10) Amy is Chloe's **elder** sister.
An **adjective** is a word that describes a noun.

An **adverb** is a word that modifies a verb, an adjective, another adverb or even an entire sentence.

Example: The girl wore a **pretty** dress.  
**adjective**

Example: Melanie is dancing **gracefully**.  
**adverb**

Determine whether the underlined word is an adjective or an adverb.

1) Harry wakes up at 6 o’clock **everyday**.

   **adverb**

2) Mr. Smith solved the problem **quickly**.

   **adverb**

3) Aaron had a **bitter** experience shopping online.

   **adjective**

4) Tom’s birthday was celebrated **lavishly**.

   **adverb**

5) Noah is visiting the **famous** park with his family.

   **adjective**

6) Olivia came **unexpectedly**.

   **adverb**

7) Ariel made an **important** announcement.

   **adjective**

8) The church choir sang **beautifully**.

   **adverb**

9) David had a **pleasant** dream.

   **adjective**

10) Amy is Chloe’s **elder** sister.

   **adjective**